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INTRODUCTION

This is the second booklet of children’s writing — and some approaches to teaching it — to be produced by this College. Once again all the writing comes from children at the Churchlands Primary School and the lessons were taken by members of an elective group.

There are examples of work from grades four to seven.

The length of each teaching period was only half an hour so there was little opportunity for students to re-write and improve on their first efforts. However, that particular insight which seems to be the prerogative of children is evident to some extent in all the poems and passages chosen for publication. It is this honesty of observation and response that makes these works of special interest and value. Except for one lesson, there were only 6-10 children in each group, so it was pleasing to see how often worthwhile work was produced by such a small number. In printing these works, the original spelling has been maintained, unless the word was too difficult to recognize in its incorrect form. Minor changes in punctuation have also been made.

The ideas for many of the lessons come from two texts being used by the elective group — My Machine Makes Rainbows (1) and Making Poetry (2). The approaches of these books are very different so they complement each other quite effectively.

It is hoped that this booklet will be a useful source of ideas for teaching, and that the examples of children’s writing may inspire more teachers to consider the value of such writing in their own classrooms.

The cover drawing is by Alan Hillier of grade 7.

Richard Rossiter
Churchlands Teachers College
September, 1974.

(1) ed. R.D. Walshe, Reed (Sydney, 1972).
PERSONIFICATION

Sr. Catherine Brophy

The plan for this lesson was taken from "My Machine Makes Rainbows" (p. 105)

We began by talking about some objects around us e.g. the chairs, tables, pencils etc. and how they would feel if they were people like us. We discussed how they would and would not like to be treated.

Then the children were asked to choose something they were going to personify. We continued the discussion for a few minutes in order to help those who were finding it a bit hard to begin. The majority of the group wrote fairly easily and when they could think of nothing else to write they illustrated their work.

If I were giving the lesson again I would introduce some mime as well as discussion when motivating the lesson, as about half of the group did not understand that they were to be the "thing" telling the story. Instead they wrote a story about a tree, book or table. I think some miming beforehand would have helped them to make this necessary imaginative leap to "feel" that they were the thing itself being personified.
One day I went to a shop to buy a chair.
In the shop I saw a beautiful chair. It was a grand, big, fat one and I loved it and I think it loved me.

It looked like a queen's chair. Matter a fact it was a queen's chair. The man said it was.

So I went home and Mum said it was lovely.

Arianne Webb
A TREE

There's a tree outside my window. It doesn't like anyone climbing it. And scraping things on it. It likes warm sunshine and it loves people giving it water. It does not like the cold wind. And does not like people chopping it down. Or pulling its leaves off. It's nine years old tomorrow. And it's getting new leaves.

Maree Bosustow

A WALL

A wall would like to have pictures stuck on it and wallpaper.

A wall wouldn't like to have people throwing things at it and mud all over it.

Megan Connell
YOU BE THE TEACHER

Alison Kozuh.

The children were asked to imagine themselves as 'teacher' for the day, in their own class. The group discussed the various activities of their teacher and the general daily routine. During the discussion, the children appeared particularly motivated by the idea of being the 'dispensers of discipline' and some of the writing reflected this. During the time the children were writing, I commented on the stern discipline they were inflicting of their classmates and received the reply, 'kids need it'.

To improve the format of this lesson, I suggest some form of role-playing because a number of the children did not put themselves in the position of 'teacher.'
If my children had done page 44 and 45 and if they called out, I would send them in the quite corner and I would say good morning class, and they would say good morning back. If they didn't say good morning they have to say it again, and then I would have news.

Shelley Chadwick

One day I came to school and I told the children to do the maths on the bord, so I went and got a bit of something to eat and then came back, gave them something to do, put the heter on foollbor and sat there eating the lollies I brort in the shops at play-time. I would do broges on the play-ground.

Robert Orr
THE TRAMP

Len Christie

The lesson was introduced by telling the group of pupils something that interested me on the weekend. I told them that I saw an old tramp sleeping under a tree in King's Park.

I asked them if they had seen old tramps, where they had seen them and what they looked like.

I then encouraged them to write a poem entitled 'The Tramp', stressing that it was not necessary to rhyme their poetry. I asked them if they could imagine what it would be like to live the life of a tramp and to portray this in their poem. They would do this either from the point of view of being a tramp or as an outside observer.
AN OLD TRAMP

I’m an old tramp
who lies in damp
all hairy and old
with whiskers and
clothes all ragged and
crumpled and ripped
and all torn and that’s
what a tramp is
all ragged and torn

John Manera

A TRAMP

I am a tramp cold, hungry
tired of carrying my clothes around
lying on the cold ground getting wet
by the rain
the people go past feeling sorry,
but all I do all day is worry,
all my clothes are torn and soggy,
my hair is always sticking up.

P.S. People want to be tramps
because they get bored of home

John Marinko
A TRAMP

I WOULD HATE TO BE A TRAMP
HE WOULD HAVE OLD CLOTHES ON
AND A BAG TO CARRY THINGS IN
HE WOULD BE COLD AND WET
HE WOULD GET FUNNY REACTIONS
FROM SOME PEOPLE
ALSO HE WOULD GET KIND
REACTIONS FROM OTHERS
HE WOULD FEEL VERY AWFUL
AND HE WOULD WANT SOME
FOOD AND WATER
HE WOULD HAVE RAGGED
CLOTHES AND THEY WOULD BE
TORN AND WET

ROSS SKUTHORP
A TRAMP

It would be horrible to be a tramp
With nothing to eat or do except sit
And lie all day long. Cold it would be. Cold. One day it would be hot,
Nothing to do but sit in the park.
He would want to grow up again
It would be horrible
He would want to have a new life.

Stuart Rocke
A COLD MORNING

Robyn Cliff

The aim of this lesson was for the children to write about how they feel and what they see and hear when they get up on a cold winter morning.

I started the lesson by asking questions which would initiate thought on the subject, but this was not enough to motivate them. I then caught their interest by using mime. Each child mimed "getting up on a cold morning" and most of them took it seriously. Those who did produced some reasonable writing. They were able to recall such things as "a sudden call, angry and wild, saying to get up."

and

"my dog always barks his head off"

As that particular morning was very cold each child had recently had the experience. Because of this they were all able to relive this experience. Next time I would start the lesson with the mime and follow it up with discussion.
IN THE MORNING

When I wake up in the morning I go near the oil heater and sit near it till breakfast is ready. I have toast and eggs and sometimes I have bacon and sometimes I have cereal. Then I get ready for school but when it is raining I don't feel like going to school. When I get to school I stand near the heater till I am warm. Then I go and play chasy.

Armando Menezes
MORNING

One day when I woke up in the morning
I turned on the radio full pelt
Then I got copped
Then I had breakfast and then got dressed
But I go back to bed
Staying until it is time to go to school.

Michael Mort

My dog barks
And wakes me up
And it is half light
And half dark

Paul Everett
A COLD MORNING

When its a cold morning I wish I could stay in.
When my brother's alarm goes off I know I have to get up.
When I get up I go and turn the heater on so I can get warm.

After I went outside and got the paper and milk.
It was even colder than inside when I went outside.
Then I had my breakfast and got ready for school.

Bryn Williams
JUST GETTING UP

A cold morning
A freezing morning
A sudden call, angry and wild
Saying to get up
Then some footsteps coming near to me.

Bradley Gillett

I got up in the morning it was cold and chilly
I wish I had stayed in bed. The sun got up too
but it was still cold. Mum turned on the heater.
It was warm now, warmer than before. I had breakfast, five pieces of toast, and quick, I went outside
to get the paper and milk. I then came inside. I
was glad because it was raining outside. I then got
dressed for school and Mum checked me. Then I
walked to school and got there at 8.00 and got home
at 5.00

Steven Alexander
Seasons of the Year

Elizabeth Gorton

This creative writing lesson on seasons of the year was taken with a group of boys from Grade 5. We discussed firstly what is characteristic of each season and why we may like one in particular. I also explained to the children how seasons throughout literature are often symbolic of the phases of life—spring is youth, summer represents manhood and so on. I read sections of several poems which dealt with different seasons (from 'My Machine Makes Rainbows'), and reinforced the points of our previous discussion which involved the reasons for liking certain seasons, the characteristics of them and how they can be symbolic.

The task set for the children in the written work was to describe what their favourite season meant to them, and in doing so, let me (the reader) guess the season (without the season being mentioned in the lines). If anyone wanted to, they could bring in the symbolic nature of seasons. Each poem had to be three to four lines long so that children could make improvements by reworking or rewriting lines during the lesson.

The writer of the poem on the next page understood the symbolic nature of Spring.
New shoots are growing,
In the mountains rivers
are flowing.
All the babys are crying
And hats from people
are flying

Stephen Reynolds.
WINTER
You splash old ladies on your bike,
You put the cat out every night
You cough and splutter in front of the fire.

Tim Silbert

WINTER
Blustery winds blow
when May goes.
Gustly winds blow
with fierce showers.
That’s what I like.

Johh Manero
SOUNDS

Sr. Catherine Brophy

These lessons on sounds were taken from Brian Powell's book, "Making Poetry" and were given to a group of Grade 5 boys.

We started the first lesson with a discussion of pleasant sounds. For example, the sound of Mum and Dad returning home in the car or the sound of Mum working in the kitchen when we are lying awake in bed and feeling a little frightened. Other examples may be the door bell or the telephone ringing, meat sizzling in the frying pan etc.

The discussion was lively and nearly all the group contributed very well. They were told that the sounds had to be ones that they had actually heard and not just heard on television as some boys wanted to write about the sounds of bombs. Each child's poem began and ended with the line "I like sounds", and they were reminded that each line began with - "The sound of ......." so that they would not wander away from the point and begin telling about where they had heard the sounds.

They wrote easily and the results were encouraging. Some of their favourite sounds were quite unusual e.g. the "Sound of sand tipping off a truck".
The second lesson was given a week later. This time the boys were asked to pick out some of their favourite sounds of last week's lesson and explain why they liked them. In this lesson I insisted on silence once the writing had commenced as during the lesson of the previous week some boys were inclined to use the thoughts of others. Again, they wrote fairly easily and the results were very interesting.

At the end of the lesson they enjoyed having their work read to the group. They showed appreciation and commented favourably on the work of their classmates.
I LIKE THE SOUNDS OF THE WILLOWS.
I LIKE THE SOUNDS OF THE BIRDS WHISTLING.
I LIKE THE SOUNDS OF THE LIONS ROARING.
I LIKE THE SOUNDS OF THE LAUGHING PEOPLE.

Timmy Fisher

I LIKE THE SOUN D OF THE MOTOR OF A MOTOR-BIKE
BECAUSE IT REMINDS ME OF MONKEYS SCREAMING
AND SHOUTING IN CAGES TRYING TO GET OUT.

Bradley Gillett

I LIKE SOUNDS ....
THE SOUND OF THE TREES SHAKING.
THE SOUND OF THE BALL HITTING A CRICKET BAT.
THE SOUND OF THE RAIN.
THE SOUND OF THE ZIP ON MY PENCIL CASE.
I LIKE SOUNDS

Bryn Williams
The sounds I like are the sounds of
the ships coming in.
The birds in the morning,
The waves,
The record-player on high speed.
A truck tipping sand out.
A scissors cutting,
I like sounds.

Paul Everett

...I like the sound of the siren because it
reminds me of playing chasy on the oval
of the electric wires crackling because
it sounds like fat in the frypan,
of the doorbell when it rings because
I know someone's visiting us.

Bryan Williams
I like the sounds of people laughing because you know they are having a good time.
I like the sounds of the birds whistling because they are so glad to be free and alone.
I like the sounds of the boats coming in at night with a lot of fish.
I like the sounds of the songs beginning.
I like the sounds of the pool balls smashing each other because you think they might go into a pocket.

Timmy Fisher
CINQUAIN

Angelica Menghini

In this lesson I took a group of Grade 5 children and discussed with them a cinquain. The first line is a single word, the subject. The second line contains two adjectives separated by a comma. The third line contains three adjectives. The fourth line contains four words forming a phrase or clause. The final line simply repeats the subject, e.g.,

hamburgers,
thick, juicy,
delicious, scrumptious, yummy,
better still with relish,
hamburgers.

desert,
hot, sandy,
sweaty, thirsty, treeless,
bitter cold at night,
desert.

(Making Poetry, P.21)

I read out a few examples from "Making Poetry" then had the boys write down six words which could be used as topics for a cinquain. They then wrote their poems.
Floor
Smooth, Long
Dirty cracks
Flat
The cracks are long and deep.
Floor.

Campbell Parker

Naughty girls
Nasty, bad.
Naughty - not very nice.
Get lots of wacks from your Mom.
Naughty girls.

C. Parker
SHELLS.
PRICKLY SHELLS
SMOOTH AND ROUGH
COLOURFUL
SHELLS.

Daniel Krasenstein

CHOCOLATE.
YUMMY DELICIOUS
MILK CRUNCHY YUM
LIKE BISCUIT WITH CREAM IN.
CHOCOLATE

Stuart Rocke
Cat.
Big strong.
Black, smelly.
Runs fast and you can't catch it.
Cat

Campbell Parker.
THEY FLY AND FLOW IN THE AIR

Jenny Ackland

The aim of this lesson was to have the children write a poem on the theme "Animals" following a basic form as described in Brian Powell's "Making Poetry". Having made a choice of an animal to write about they should begin by using one word to portray one of the five senses. Following this, they should find two suitable words to describe that sense. I suggested the possible use of alliteration. The second half of the poem is similar in that the form does not change. The children were simply asked to choose another sense to describe. Emphasis was placed on suitable choice of words and the accuracy of the description of the animal.

The children seemed to enjoy the discussion in which the group as a whole suggested words to describe various animals I named. I was surprised that more of what we discussed did not appear in the children's private writing. Each child seemed anxious to write alone without the assistance from the others.

I found the results of this lesson encouraging, although I do not think I would again mention alliteration in a first lesson with the children as there were perhaps too many cliches in the writing.
SNAKES

The snake feels scaly and slithery.
The snake slyly slips through sand.

M. L. Luke

DOGS

Dogs look dumb dangerous.
They dig holes and dance.

Benita Jones
BIRDS

Birds feel
fluffy,
frathtened.
They fly and
flow in the air.

Benita Jones

SEAL

A seal feels
slimy,
soft
and looks
nice.
It
crawls
creeps
and flaps its flippers

Kathryn Orr
MONKEY

A monkey's sounds are murmurs, mumbles.
A monkey looks mischievous, messy.

Kathryn Bambach

SQUIRRELS

A squirrel feels soft, silky
and scatters and scurries all about.

Roslyn Hart
PICTURE STIMULUS

Jan Hill

I presented the children with a selection of pictures and explained that we were going to give the objects or people in them thoughts and feelings. One or two children were not sure of what was meant by this, so we discussed a picture together.

I chose a picture of a dog being patted by a woman. The dog had his tongue hanging out and appeared to be "smiling". The girls decided he was happy because he had "just had dinner", rescued the lady's daughter from the river", "stopped a burglar" or "made a friend". We then thought about how he was feeling in these situations - "proud, tired, sleepy, relieved".

The children then chose a picture and wrote as if they were the person or thing in the picture.

The results from this activity were pleasing, as the children became completely involved in their objects, for example a football which was - "kicked by rough, spikey, leather boots", or as a horse -

"The rain trinkles down my neck,
And I lick it up,
Drop by drop".

The important thing to remember in such a lesson, is to present wide range of pictures to give children a choice of topics. If teacher wished to discuss a picture with the group, it is advisable to use one on a different topic than the ones given to the students.
JUST TO GET A GOAL

I'M A FOOTBALL,
I'M KICKED BY ROUGH, SPIKY, LEATHER BOOTS.
ON WINTER DAYS I BOUNCE IN MUD.
The boys rustle and tustle
Just to get me,
To get a goal.

MARIE-Louise Luke

THE STRANGE SOMETHING

I AM BIG,
A THIN FUNNY AND FIDDELY SHAPED LIKE A NOTHING
And I stand like a something.
I LIKE TO SEE THE GIRLS AND BOYS COME AND STARE
Laugh and feel me.
I AM NUMBER 15,
And I stand on grass all day.
Can you guess?
I am a letter box.

Kathryn Bambach
**THE BIG ROUND WHEEL**

The big round wheel,
Such a dirty wheel,
I drive in mud and dirt and sand -
Yet I never get to be clean.
Over hard rocks,
Around the blocks,
Yet I never get to be clean.

Roslyn Hart

**THE HOLLOW TREE**

I am a great great grandfather tree.
I have a big hollow in the middle of my trunk.
Little boys come and play in me.
The boys say they are going to make a cubby in my hollow.
The girls say they are going to make a kitchen or a nursery in my hollow.
Boy do I wish I was a human

Kathryn Bambach
Clipperty clop
Clipperty clop
Upon the flooded road,
Pulling a dark brown milk cart up and down the street
The rain trinkles down my neck
And I lick it up
Drop
by
Drop.
My master strikes me once or twice
And I trot off down the street.

Megan Kirkland
TIGER

I am a cub
   with a nose that is soft
I have claws which scratch
   and stripes which are black
I have ears which flop
   and eyes I can see
I am a tiger,
   that is me.

I have a master
His name is Ken
I like to play in his play pen
I look out at everybody going by
They come up to me and say hi

Now it is dark
I curl up next to Ken
He pulls the blankets over his head
And I go to sleep
On his tiny bed.

Sharon Rush.
HAVE A REST

Up in the air,
The young girls jump.
Doing cartwheels or a roll-over.
Up and around the bars.
Now have a rest.
Then we will start again,
Teacher says.

"I LIKE THAT STUFF"

Rick Joyce

The children had to write a four line verse using the following model from Brian Powell's book "Making Poetry".

"Lovers lie around in it;
Broken glass is found in it;
Grass,
I like that stuff".

"Tuna fish get trapped in it;
Ladies legs come wrapped in it'
Nylon,
I like that stuff".

"Carpenters make cots of it;
Undertakers use lots of it;
Wood,
I like that stuff".

(Adrian Mitchell)

In this model, the third line is a single noun which names the subject. The fourth line is always the same, "I like that stuff". The first two lines conclude with a variety of two word endings, such as "with it, by it, on it, in it". There should be an internal rhyme in these lines just before the last two words; in the examples above it is found in "around and found, trapped and wrapped, cots and lots".

(Powell 1973 Page 120)

To help explain the model and give the children an idea of what can be done with this form of expression I read eight
examples from "Making Poetry". By the time I had read the last example the children were full of ideas and ready to write. They would not accept my suggestion to limit the topic, claiming they had too many ideas outside the topic of "food". The children were really beginning to understand the use of the format when the period ended.
It has rust in it;
It has crackable crusts in it;
Iron,
I like that stuff.

Richard Lewis.

People always wear it;
You are underneath it;
Underwear,
I like that stuff

Stephen Reynolds

Cookie monsters love it;
Cook it or bake it;
Cookies,
I like that stuff.

Stephen Reynolds.
I WENT ALL POLITE

Jenny Ackland

I began this lesson with a discussion on the emotions the children had experienced on entering a place they had never been before. I suggested such places as a motel lobby, a cinema or attending a concert. The children seemed eager to relate some of their experiences, and such emotions as shyness, embarrassment, importance, fear and a sudden overwhelming politeness were mentioned. These were revealed in their writing through such lines as

"I was embarrassed and shy"
"I went all polite"
"I felt grand and important" and
"I was frightened".

I think this lesson was a valuable exercise for the children as they were writing from their own experience and discussing various emotions openly with the group. I feel there is a certain genuineness in their writing which would not have come through had the discussion not taken place.
I WAS SHY

I WAS EMBARRASSED AND SHY.
I WENT ALL POLITE
IT WAS ALL KNEW TO ME.
THE CARPET WAS ROSY RED.
THE CHAIRS HAD RED VELVET ON
THEM.
THE WOOD WAS OF THE PUREST QUALITY.
I FELT GRAND BECAUSE OF THE SURROUNDINGS AROUND ME.

MARIE-LOUISE LUKE.
THE THEATRE

I went to the theatre.
It was strange.
I felt grand and important.
The lights shone on my face.
I was frightened.

Kathryn Bambach

MOVING

I was shy and would
never deny a word.
I tried my best to be polite
or else I would be a sight all embarrassed.

Kate Orr
I started this lesson outside in the playground with a group of grade six girls. Each child had a piece of paper and a pencil. The girls sat by themselves and observed a single aspect or object of nature. This they described in detail and also noted down any associations they may have had with it.

While the students were observing, I went around to each one asking what had been chosen as subjects and what had been discovered. I made sure it was written down as children easily forget small details. I also asked them to think about how they would feel if they were that object.

Our session outside was interrupted by rain, so we had to finish the lesson inside. When inside, I asked the children to write prose or poetry, mentioning briefly and concisely what they saw, whether they would or would not like to be that object, and the reasons for this.

One piece of writing started in a rather hackneyed way with trees swaying in the gentle breeze. The second part of this poem was a genuine observation of how the tree stumps appeared in relationship to the clouds.

"Tree stumps stand very still
While the world goes by".
I WOULDN'T LIKE TO BE A TREE
Because on freezing cold days - when it's wet
and stormy,
You'd feel very uncomfortable
And you'd lose all your leaves
And sometimes in the summer,
Men would come and chop you down
But you would have lots of friends.

Anne McBride

IF I WAS AN ANT I WOULDN'T LIKE TO COLLECT MY OWN
FOOD BECAUSE WHEN YOU'RE A HUMAN BEING YOU BUY
YOUR OWN FOOD OR MAKE IT.
Also you have to make your own houses, not having
BUILDING COMPANIES LIKE HUMAN BEINGS DO,
LOTS OF PEOPLE DON'T LIKE ANTS AND SO ARE VERY
CRUEL AND THEY TREAD ON THEM AND CHILDREN TRY
TO DESTROY THEIR HOUSES.

Jenny Johnston
TREES

I WOULDN'T LIKE TO BE A TREE.
IF THERE WAS A BUSH FIRE I WOULD GET BURNT.
I WOULDN'T LIKE TO BE CHOPPED DOWN AND AFTER A
WHILE YOU WOULD GET WHITE ANTS.
The birds would come and peck at you.
They would sit on you and stay all day.

Lisa Waters
FORM WRITING

Alison Kozuh

In order to get the children to write poetry without having forced and often unnecessary rhyme, I used the following method recommended in the book 'Creative Writing In The Primary School' (Lane and Kemp). Although the method may seem rigid, it does show the children that poetry does not always require rhyme for it to be poetry.

The teacher reads out the following sentences - pausing after each to allow the children time to write one sentence.
- close your eyes and see a bird or an animal.
- this is your animal. Do not say his name. See him standing or perching quite still.
- without naming your creature, write a short line to describe his form or silhouette.
- start a new line and write about his eyes. Do not say what he is.
- write words to describe his beak, teeth, claws or feet on another new line.
- shut your eyes again. Your creature is waiting for something. Describe his feelings: waiting, watching, or listening.
- think of a sound which will disturb your creature. Write down the sound words.
- how did your creature react?
- what happens then?
At this point, the children can add extra lines if they wish.

The children now read their poems out loud and others try to guess what it is that was being described.

To be really effective, this method should be tried more than once in order for the children to fully grasp the nature of such poetry.

In this lesson there was no discussion before writing. The group was asked to remain silent while they were writing.
A short little black thing
with big brown eyes which look at you lovingly,
a short stubby nose
he has pretty little feet which make a mess
when they're wet.
He seemed to jump up at Dad trying to make him
go for a walk in the cool night air.
As the creaking clothes trolley goes down the path
He immediately got up and bit the wheel of the trolley
which, to him, was fun.

Kathy Craig
In this lesson I took a group of eight girls to a quiet, informal area. As it was raining outside I was provided with a stimulus for discussion based on the topic "Storms".

We looked at the rain pelting down and the trees swaying and then discussed the storms which had occurred previously. The girls mentioned incidents including trees being uprooted, house roofs being torn off and people being stranded in houses and cars during storms.

I gave a problem to the children - how do the trees feel and what would it be like to be a tree alone in the middle of a storm? We talked about the structure of a tree, the tiny fibres working together and what the tree would look like at the end of the storm. The girls closed their eyes and imagined that they were the tree, or, they were looking at a tree.

The girls drew a picture of a tree during a storm, and then wrote on this topic. I asked them to try to identify as closely as possible with the "feelings" of the tree in both drawing and writing.
TREE IN A STORM

The tree swayed from side to side.
The storm was bellowing.
The tree knew this was the last night it would stand.
But in the raging wind the tree kept its branches up proudly.

Lee-anne Skipworth

STORM

The wind was lashing against the house.
The trees were swaying.
The rain was belting down on the roof.
Suddenly all was silent.
Then it started up again harder than ever.
It was freezing cold outside.
I was in front of the heater watching the storm.
I thought a tree was going to fall down any minute.
But it didn’t.

Robyn Wakefield
STORM

The wind was howling,
I was swaying to and fro I was scared,
My boughs hurt as the wind pushed against them.
I wanted the storm to go away,
I was all nervous inside.
Would I be blown over, or wouldn’t I.
My bough bent sideways when the wind stopped.
I was left that way.

Jillian Caldow

DEAD TREE

There he stood all cracked and twisted.
He stood there patiently waiting for the storm
to end.
I couldn’t see the top or the bottom of the tree.
It was all twisted and curled up like a cat.
Bark fell off the sides and dropped onto the wet
ground.
He stood silently waiting.

Elizabetta Guj
This creative writing lesson was taken with a small group of Grade 6 children. I wanted the children to look at the different aspects of their school building and to think how parts of the building and objects within it are used. For instance, doors, walls, sinks, chairs, floors - which they normally take for granted.

We discussed how these would feel if they were alive, in particular we considered their reaction to continual use by students. I found the children's writing very interesting and humourous in showing how they think about and treat room fittings. This was shown in lines like

"A desk...who always had bad feelings".
"...at a quarter to nine it would start".
"...and I got dents".

This lesson took place in an open area where no other children were present. The objects written about were found in this area. Much of the writing reflected incidents which were happening during the lesson (such as the wind slamming doors and someone 'being sick').
THE CHAIR

I wouldn’t like to be a chair – browny, yellowy chair, because at a quarter to nine it would start. All the people would sit on me and I would get very tired by the end of the day. But when the children go home I get very lonely.

Anne McBride

THE SINK

I wouldn’t like to be a sink because everyone would put dirty water and paint in me. And when kids feel sick they will be sick in me. In the winter the kids will run cold water on me and I would freeze. In the summer I was glad that they ran cold water on me because I used to get very hot.

Jenny Johnston
A DESK

I was a desk way back in 1935 who always had bad feelings because the children always slammed the (lids) on me and it hurt and also they would slam the chairs into me and I got dents. I was born in Western Australia, Perth, 1935 and died in 1972. He died of a heart attack.

Paul Carter

A DOOR

At a quarter to nine the bell goes, children run in, they slam me hard. Some children just push me open and don't shut me. Then the wind has a go, SLAM. Finally all the children come in and I'm left in peace.

David Clarkson
This lesson was taken outdoors and the children were asked to describe the morning through all their senses, with the exception of taste. We talked for a while about the way we rely mainly on our sense of sight but that people who are blind rely more on a sense of touch. We also discussed what winter was like and how our immediate surroundings would be very different in a few months time during the summer.

Somehow, whether because of the limited time or not, the students seemed to be rather insecure at the beginning of the lesson and unsure as to what I really wanted from them. I think I may have hurried the discussion part of the lesson a bit too much. This insecurity probably accounts for the similarity in sentences at the beginnings of some of the work.

If I were giving this lesson again I would take the children outside but after a few minutes I would bring them back to the classroom where they could record their impression of the morning. Here in the classroom they would be able to find a comfortable spot and not be hampered by the cold wind or the strong sun.
This morning 23rd July, I am sitting on a log up on the venture playground. It's not too hot or not too cold but it's a bit blowy. The ground is all wet. There are a lot of trees around. I can hear lots of birds and the traffic. We have a lot of houses around us. We have a good view from up here. The sky is beautiful and blue. I hope that the venture playground stays the same.

Anne McBride
This morning it is warm. Not too hot and not too cold. From where I’m sitting I can hear the traffic and birds. I can see the view to Herdsman’s Lake. It is green and brown. I can’t see the lake but I can see the weeds around it. I can see the shadows of the trees. The ground is wet and every thing is greener than in the summer. It is a bit windy.

You can see a great view past Herdsman’s Lake. It’s a bit misty up there but I like the view.

The logs up here are all wet. The sky is blue with only a few clouds.

There are a lot of different shades of green in the trees and the ground.

It’s all damp and the wind is starting to blow harder.

Felicity Silbert
There is a big brown tree that has green leaves.
I can hear a loud yellow truck passing me.
I am sitting on a big dead brown log and it has little bumps.

Reggie Abbott

I feel the sun warming my body and the wind on my face and green grass on the ground and the tall trees. It feels refreshing not like other months and all the air feels new again. It feels full.

Michael Harvey
WHERE I AM SITTING TODAY THE AIR IS NOT TOO HOT AND NOT TOO COLD.

WHEN YOU SIT ON THE LOGS ON THE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND YOU FEEL AS THOUGH YOU ARE FLOATING IN THE AIR.

WHEN YOU SIT ON THE LOGS YOU CAN HEAR ALL THE LEAVES RUSTLING AROUND ON THE TREES.

WHEN I LOOK AT THE GROUND YOU CAN SEE THAT IT IS WET BECAUSE IT IS VERY DARK.

WHEN I LOOK UP AT THE SKY YOU CAN TELL IT IS FINE BECAUSE THE SKY IS ALL BLUE BUT THERE ARE SOME WHITE CLOUDS.

WHEN I SIT UP ON THE LOGS YOU LOOK AT THE LOGS AND YOU CAN SEE LITTLE ANTS AND OTHER LITTLE INSECTS RUNNING AROUND TRYING TO FIND HOLES IN THE LOGS FOR THEIR HOMES.

WHEN I AM ON THE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND YOU CAN SEE THE LONG GREEN GRASS SHOOTING OUT OF THE DAMP WET SAND.

WHEN I LOOK UP AT THE SKY I CAN SEE BIRDS FLYING AROUND THE SKY, TRYING TO FIND A TREE TO REST.

Janine Saggers.
FEAR

Richard Rossiter

This lesson began with a discussion of the sorts of things that the group of ten girls found most frightening. Some of the things mentioned were, being at home by yourself, the dark, the screech of a car near you and being followed by a man. This lead on to a discussion of dreams and nightmares; particular examples were recalled vividly by the majority of the group. We then talked about the uses of imagery in poetry, using the examples "the sea was making a sound like a silk dress" and "your lips feel like the rough bark of the tree". The students then wrote their poems.

In the examples that follow there are some notable instances of the symbolic expression of deeply rooted fears. The importance of this expression is well documented in Holbrook's book "Children's Writing" (1)

ALL MAGIC THINGS TO MAKE TRAGIC

I WAS ASLEEP
I HEARD A CAR BEEP
THEN SOMETHING WALKED UP THE CORRIDOR
I SAW IN MY BED WAITING AND WAITING
THEN SUDDENLY I SAW TWO EYES PEEP
THROUGH THE DOOR.
THEN WHAT I SAW WAS A
  TAIL OF A RAT
  A HAIR OF A CAT
  THE WINGS OF A BAT
  WITCHES BLACK CAT
  A HAIR OF A GNAT
  ALL THINGS TO MAKE MAGIC
  ALL THINGS THAT ARE TRAGIC
THEN I AWOKE
AND SAT UP TO TALK TO SOME HAPPY FOLK.

KATHY CRAIG
MY FIRST NEEDLE WITHOUT MY MUM

With a little blue bow tie,
And a brown skirt,
I walk calmly to school,
As I reached the school gates
I hesitated to go in
But the bell went,
So I went in
I waited and waited and soon my name was called
I refused to go but was sent to the office
Suddenly I screamed and cried
The hole was as big as a bullet hole
And the blood was as thick as red mud.

Carolyn Bosustow
I was in the middle of never ending green hedges,
there were many corners and dead ends.
You could keep on turning corners
but never finding a way out.
Green people were chasing me.
Without even seeing their faces properly,
I raced around corners
finding a green person
waiting for me.
Starting to run again I dodged behind a gate of leaves
and branches.
Everything was green
even the sky,
there were no birds or animals
only me and the green creatures.
Now I knew how it felt to be a mouse
with a cat after me
I felt as if the green leaves were clutching me.

Elisabetta Guj
THE NIGHT

You lie in bed
wondering
at the nightly noises,
The creaking of the ceiling,
the gentle hush of the wind
rustling the leaves on the tree.
You’re the only one awake,
the only one to witness
the screech of the car
as it
goes
on
its
way

Kathryn Peacock
THE WIND

I woke up one night and the wind was making a sound like a cleaner at high sound. I listened for a while and suddenly it stopped. I looked out of the window and soon the wind was back. My feeling was wondering what would the wind do to me.

Susan Christian
CREEPY

I HAD A NIGHTMARE
I WAS SCARED
AS IF I WAS ON MY LAST BREATH
I WAS BEING
SQUASHED
AND
SQUASHED
AS BEING CHEWED UP BY
A GREAT MACHINE.
I FELT
PAIN
OVER
AND
OVER
AGAIN.
I WAS ANXIOUS TO GET IT
OUT OF MY HEAD.

JILLIAN CALDOW
TREES
Elizabeth Gordon

I took a group of ten Grade 6 boys outside their classroom where they could see the many trees and bushes around their school. Each child was to choose one particular tree and take note of its features so that he could later describe it in writing.

I asked the boys to 'show' me the tree they were looking at in five lines or more. I likened this exercise to painting a picture, where the artist doesn't paint the title but shows it through his painting. I wanted the boys to let me gain a mental picture, an image, of the tree at which they were looking.

Unfortunately our lesson was interrupted by rain which forced us to go inside for the rest of the thirty-five minutes, where the children wrote their poems. I feel that if the weather had been better and if I had known my students from other lessons, this creative writing lesson would have been more successful.

However, some of the writing showed how the writers had been observant and sensitive to their surroundings, and may provide scope for further lessons along this line.
I SAW A TREE
A BIG BROWN TREE
WITH LOTS OF LEAVES
GREEN ONES, BROWN ONES
I’M SURE THAT TREE WOULD WEIGH TONNES.

GAVIN SHARP

I SEE A TREE
A DIRTY OLD TREE
WHERE THE BRANCHES SWAY IN THE WIND
AND THE CRACKLING OLD BARK CRUMBLING OFF
AND GENTLY FALLING
TO THE GROUND

CAMERON MCLEAN

THE TREE IS DEAD.
THE TREE IS BURNT.
IT HAS LOTS OF MOSS ON IT.
AND THE TREE IS LONG.

REGGIE ABBOTT
It was a black old stump about three feet long.
It was partly hollow, it had no leaves and some of it had bits of wood sticking out.

David Hart

It's a big old tree
A dirty tree
Where the leaves blow with the wind.
I'm a gum
The kids hide in me
They climb me,
I have a burnt spot in me.

Brett Charlwood
I took my group of Grade 7 children to listen to the sounds outside their school. The purpose of this was for them to write about the sounds and what was happening around them. I wanted each child to use imagery to let me "see and hear" the scene chosen. I was interested in the association aroused in the students' minds, for example:

"the bulldozer sounds like a roaring lion"

"the water...forms a big ocean to insects"

While we were writing outside, a sprinkler pipe on the oval had burst and was flooding a wide area of grass. A few children decided they would like to bring this into their writing. They sat by the opening of the pipe to watch the water gush over a sheet of corrugated iron onto the oval.

The children were eager to write about the water as it was quite a spectacular sight and I think this showed in their writing.

This lesson emphasised the need to allow children to write spontaneously when particular incidents arise unexpectedly. In this case the children wrote because they wanted to and, I feel, gained more from the lesson.
SOUNDS

As I sit on the grass an aeroplane passes above and lets off a rumble to let us know its passing. In the far distance you can hear the engine of the tractors moving backwards and forward.

A football passes me by with a bounce as it rolls down the grassy green bank.

Close by the water flows like a waterfall - a sort of graceful sound.

Jane Wenden
SOUNDS.

The aeroplane sounds like a roar of thunder as it passes over the land. Then it fades into the distance and is heard no more.

The water gushes out of a pipe down the variegated iron sounding like a fast flowing river then it flows down as if a waterfall and floods the oval with a horrible smell.

The leaves make a rustling sound as the wind blows them to and fro.

The bulldozer sounds like a roaring lion as it spins around while picking up its loads and then dropping them again.

Meredith Fisher
WATER FLOW

The rushing gush of the water as it flows from the pipe, drowns out all the sounds from around us.

As the flowing water rushes from the pipe it brings the most stenchy smell water could produce.

The water as it flows rushes down a wrinkled piece of old tin bringing with it the horrid smell of bad eggs.

Flooding the grounds the water makes a path and flows until the rushing water can no longer flow through the clover covered grass.

Jenny Abbott
SOUND

The water runs quickly with a lot of noise.
The foam rushes down and bursts like bubbles.
As it spreads around the oval you can hear a
hissing sound.
As the water is turned off the hissing sound
increases
as the water sinks in the grass in tiny little
pieces

Fiona Bowie

SOUNDS

The tractor roars like a lion and sways to and
fro as it gets a new load.
The water comes gushing out of the pipe as it
goes over the varegated iron and forms
a big ocean to insects.

Katrina Smith
PICTURE TALK

Sr Catherine Brophy

In order to stimulate thought for this lesson I showed the girls three large black and white pictures. The first picture was of a girl tending a camp fire in a bushland area, the second one was of boys and girls scooping fish or gilgies out of a bucket and the third was of a boy splashing about in the sea. Immediately, the picture reminded them of their own experiences of fishing, camping and swimming and in a few seconds there was a very lively discussion going on with only a minimal amount of questioning from me. By passing around the pictures and looking closely at them they also seemed to get the "feel" of such experiences. For example, the coolness of the water, the sloshy, slithery feel of the wet mud, the smell of the camp fire and the peculiar taste of the billy tea.

Apart from one child who seemed to have difficulty in beginning, all seemed to write easily and were very keen to hear each others poems at the end of the lesson.
THE OCEAN

Splashing about in the water
Feeling the cool of the sea,
Jumping over the waves
And tasting the salt of the sea.

Diving under the ocean,
Getting as wet as can be.
But when you jump out of the water
The air makes you cold as can be.

Robin Knight

Standing in with a net in hand
Waiting patiently for a tadpole or a gilgie,
Then up goes the net with all bugs to see,
Find a dead gilgie and five tadpoles,
One little water beetle covered all in mud.

Robin Knight
OCEAN ROMP

Jumping into the foamy waves,
Spray skipping over a slippery body,
Dripping strands of hair on a salty head,
Coarse hunks of sand beneath cool feet,
Salty, sandy, foamy waves.

Karen Gurry

BUSH CAMP

Gum flavoured smoke,
A blackened billy.
Red hot coals
And a starry night.
Wild bush surroundings

Karen Gurry
THE SEA

The sand blows in our eyes,
As we walk along the beach
Looking for a place to swim.
The water's very warm
As I splash about.
Under over, under over the water,
It starts to get cold,
I come out
And leave the whirling waves.

Paula Birkett
OCEANS

Back again to the crunchy sands,
Grab a handful and drop it down
Up comes the waves,
Down under goes I.

ELIZABETH WALLACE

As the wind whips up the tiring waves
    and makes them
Spit and roar.
They duck me and make me
Somersault and twist about
Till suddenly I get up out of the
waves way.

ROBIN UREN
GLASS JAR

Angelica Menghini

I took this lesson with some Grade 7 girls. I suggested we personify things and explained personification to them as "turning an animal or object into something that can feel and talk".

To give them the idea, I suggested a glass jar in a cupboard and asked them "How do you think a glass jar feels? What kinds of thoughts do you think it may have sitting alone in a dark cupboard?"

The children seemed to get the idea of personification so they discussed the thoughts and feelings of the glass jar. Their writing was based on this discussion.
UNWANTED

I feel so lonely and unwanted being dumped into this dark and gloomy cupboard. No-one, nothing in sight, nothing to talk to, I feel so bored I feel like falling to the floor and killing myself.

JOANNE ABERLE

DESERTED

It's a monotonous dark cupboard and I'm completely deserted. Nothing to hold within me just an ugly jar upon a shelf.

Nobody uses me I'm all forgotten.

JENNY ABBOTT
I'D BE FREE FOR ONE DAY

Chris George

I took this lesson after the children had seen the College's Production of Gilbert and Sullivan's "Gondoliers". I knew that the show had impressed them so I started off the lesson by just talking generally about the show. After some excited discussion we got around to talking about the gondolas and how they feel as they carry people to and fro along the canals.

The boys then got onto talking about how other machines have feelings and they were quite interested in this idea. I then simply asked the boys to describe as best they could the feelings of machines, e.g. cars and buses as they serve people.
THE COMPUTER

IT FEELS GREAT TO KNOW EVERYTHING,
But people ask so many questions,
My life is so monotonous.
I wish for one day I didn't know
anything
Then no one would bother me.
I would be free for one day!

BRADLEY CHADWICK
THE FILM PROJECTOR

All my circuits go round and round,
All I listen to is sound
All I see is a picture show,
The reels are round,
Very round.
The tape is long
Sometimes I have a song
Or a bomb on my screen
Or a screech of brakes
From a flying machine
Sometimes fast, sometimes slow
I reckon I'm good for a picture show.

Craig Mathews
THE BUS

I get very tired carting people around.
Every day it's the same thing, carting
people from here to there.
It would be alright if they didn't stick
things into me.
I feel like a pin-cushion, and I could
throw them off.
But that's not the worst part.
Cars bump into me and blow their horns at
me.
I wish for once I could bump into them and
blow my horn.

Neil Dolling
I wanted to motivate the children to imagine themselves in the situation where they could be reincarnated after their death.

I began by discussing with the children what reincarnation was. "If you could be reincarnated, what would you like to come back as?" The children voiced their opinions and gave supporting evidence. "I would like to be myself because you can have fun and people care for you, but if you were an animal you wouldn't get much attention".

I asked the girls to write a poem supporting their ideas from the discussion.
TO BE MYSELF

I WOULD LIKE TO BE MYSELF BECAUSE YOU CAN HAVE FUN AND PEOPLE CARE FOR YOU, BUT IF YOU WERE AN ANIMAL YOU WOULDN'T GET MUCH ATTENTION.
IF I WAS AN OBJECT NO ONE WOULD CARE FOR YOU WHAT EVER YOU WERE.
TO BE A HUMAN YOU WOULD HAVE FUN AND DO THINGS ETC., BUT IF YOU WERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULDN'T.

JULIE OTTAWAY
REINCARNATION

I would like to be a Chinese person but not live in China or another Communist Country. I would like to be a Chinese person because they work 7 days a week, 12 hours a day and they don’t get bored and lazy. Also they don’t have strikes and unions like we do. I would like to be a person because if anything happened (bad) you know that someone cares. I wouldn’t like to be an object because you would have no feelings. I wouldn’t like to be an animal because your life span is not as long.

Annette Bailey
AS A SEAGULL

I WOULD LIKE TO COME BACK AS A SEAGULL BECAUSE YOU WOULDN’T HAVE ANY FEELINGS FOR OTHERS BUT IF YOU WERE A HUMAN YOU WOULD. ALSO IF YOU WERE A HUMAN YOU WOULD HAVE PROBLEMS TO FACE.

TRICIA MORRISON
A PERSON

If you were an animal you wouldn’t get much attention. I would like to be what I am now. You can do what you want, and can visit places. An object is nothing. It can’t do anything, it’s dead. A person is the best thing to be. Animals and birds can get killed easily and no one would take care of you. It would be terrible to be an animal or bird in a cage. If you belonged to someone you would only get the same food, tinned or something, and after a while no one would pay any attention to you.

Petrina Seale
WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE THE THINGS WE USE?

Len Christie

This creative writing lesson was taken with about sixteen grade seven girls and boys. After asking the children if they had ever wondered what it would be like to be a pen, I introduced the topic, "What's it like to be the things we use"?

We then discussed the way in which many household objects are treated during the course of the day. The objects included rubbers, chalk, dusters, toothbrushes and hairbrushes. I then asked the children to think about a household or school object that particularly appealed to them and then to write a poem personifying the object.
CHALK

Being put on boards
Put on big, black, ugly boards
I live a short life.

Robyn Uren
TOOTHBRUSH

I’m a normal everyday toothbrush
Every day I get sloshed with mush,
White stuff called toothpaste
Which has an awful taste,
Put and soaked under a tap,
Woken up from my morning nap
Put in a mouth that has got bad breath,
Sometimes I’m nearly choked to death.
Once I was dropped on the ground
Then put in some water and nearly drowned.
When I was put back in my position
My friend gave me brush to brush resuscitation.

Alan Hillier
TOAST

If you were a piece of toast
People would eat you and mistreat you
You would be buttered and cut up
When you go down in the mouth
You would see all parts of your relatives
I wouldn't like to be a piece of toast.

Katrina Smith
A TEACLOTH

Wiping up the dishes
After breakfast lunch and tea
Full of sopping soap suds.
Oh what a way to be!

Then stuck into a cupboard
With shiny pots and pans
Laughing at my filthy face
And joined in by the cans.

Karen Gurry
CHALK

Being put on
And rubbed out
All day
What a boring life

Annette Bailey
TOOTHPASTE

Says the toothpaste
"Watch out 'cause here I come"
With a squirt and a blurt
With a rush and a gush
"It's not my fault, you see
I can't stay in when you squeeze me".

Sarah Love
TOOTHPASTE

Put me in your mouth,
Round and round, up and down
I get dizzy.
After they're finished with me
They stick me out to dry
Hanging by my head.

MITCHELL WAY
A Pen

I'm just an ordinary pen
An everyday pen
Except my owner
Slurps and sucks
Chews and chews
Then thumps me on the desk
Cor what a life I'd rather be
The pencil case
It doesn't get the knife
Like me.

Stephen Lewis